


ABOUT US 
We are  manufacturer of a Industrial Exhaust System & Chimney  at Pune. We are 
your trusted partner in culinary excellence with a rich history of 13 Years in the 
industry, we have earned our reputation as a leading source for top-tier solutions in 
our industry.  
 
Infrastructure : 
 7500 Sq.ft With Showroom For Product Display  
 50+ Team  
 Advance Technology Machinery  
 
Manufacturing Material Resources : 
 Stainless Steel ( SS)  
 Mild Steel & Galvanized Iron( MS & GI)  
 Aluminium 



Vision:  
To be India's most reliable and proficient maker, supplier and exporter in the 
Kitchen Equipment & exhaust systems business. 
 
Our Mission : 
Effectively incorporate qualities to assembling & standards to quality of products 
to our customers. 
 
Quality statement :  
Our commitment to quality is the foundation of our success. We are dedicated to 
delivering of our product & Services of the highest standard, consistently 
meeting and exceeding our customers' expectations.. 

VISION, MISSION, CORE VALUE 



WHY US (USP)  
Unparalleled Expertise: With 13 years in the industry, we have accumulated 
unmatched expertise, enabling us to deliver exceptional products and services. 
 
Quality Assurance: Our products undergo rigorous quality testing to ensure that 
they meet or exceed industry standards, providing you with reliable and long-
lasting solutions. 
 
End-to-End Solutions: From design and manufacturing to installation and after-
sales support, we offer comprehensive solutions that streamline your kitchen 
operations. 
 
Innovation and Customization: Our focus on innovation and adaptability means 
we can provide you with solutions tailored to your unique needs. 
 
Satisfied Clients: We take pride in our satisfied clients who have achieved 
remarkable success with our equipment. 
 



END TO END PROCESS 

1 •Site Visit  

2 •Estimate 

3 •Approval 

4  •Drawing & Production  

5 • Installation 

6 •Testing & Training   



 
 

GOALS 
Quality and Durability: The company aims to design, manufacture, and supply 
high-quality kitchen equipment that is built to withstand the demands of a 
busy commercial kitchen. This includes a focus on durability, reliability, and 
performance. 
 
Safety and Compliance: Ensuring that all equipment meets safety standards 
and regulatory requirements is a critical goal. Commercial kitchen equipment 
should not pose risks to operators or customers. 
 
Efficiency and Productivity: Companies strive to create kitchen equipment 
that enhances the efficiency and productivity of the commercial kitchen. This 
can include innovative features, time-saving technologies, and ergonomic 
designs. 
 
Cost-Effectiveness: Providing equipment that offers a good return on 
investment for customers is a common objective. This includes both the initial 
purchase price and on going operating costs. 



 
 

GOALS 
Customer Satisfaction: Ensuring that customers are satisfied with the 
products and services is a fundamental goal. This involves listening to 
customer feedback, providing excellent customer support, and continuously 
improving products based on user experiences. 
 
Reliability and Consistency: Consistency in product quality and reliable 
performance are key objectives. Customers need to have confidence that the 
equipment will function as expected and continue to do so over time. 
 
Customization and Adaptability: Providing solutions that can be tailored to 
the specific needs of each commercial kitchen is an important goal. This might 
involve offering a range of equipment sizes, configurations, and options. 
 
Brand Reputation and Trust: Building a strong brand reputation and fostering 
trust among customers is essential. A positive brand image can drive customer 
loyalty and repeat business. 



INDUSTRIAL DUCTING SYSTEMS 



AIR VENTILATION SYSTEMS 



HVAC DUCTING 



EVAPORATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS 



COMMERCIAL KITCHEN EXHAUST & FRESH AIR SYSTEM 



STP PLANT EXHAUST SYSTEM 



OUR CLIENTS 




